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Important: Read the user manual carefully
and keep it for future use.
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The Moonboon Hammock Heaven is designed for the Moonboon Baby 
Hammock and Cradle - with or without the Moonboon Motor.

WARNING!
Your baby can fall if the product is not installed correctly.

WARNING!
Do not use this product without reading the user manual first.

WARNING!
If you are in any doubt about how to install the product correctly, seek 
professional help.

Functionalities
• The canopy creates a peaceful and well-ventilated setting for baby to 

sleep without unwanted disturbances from light and noise. 

• The canopy has been designed to be functional, with its ability to reduce 
ambient noise and light, while also completing the look of your Baby 
Hammock or Cradle.

• The canopy can either be overlapped at the front to keep light and noise 
out, or drawn back to each side using the strings provided, allowing 
more light in. 

• When your baby has fallen asleep, we recommend that you open the 
front, tie the sides by the 2 small strings on each side to allow fresh air 
flow and easy access to the baby.
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Assembly

Safety Checklist

To install the Hammock Heaven, first detach your Baby Hammock from 
it’s spring.

Once removed from the spring, place the Hammock Heaven over the 
Baby Hammock.

To do this, hold the hammock ring in one hand and pull the Hammock 
Heaven over the Baby Hammock from the top. The ring of the Baby 
Hammock should be sticking out of the Hammock Heaven opening at 
the top.  

Make sure that the Hammock Heaven is centered correctly around the 
Baby Hammock before reinstalling the Hammock onto the spring. To 
check you have installed it correctly, the Moonboon label should be 
facing the front opening / foot end of the Baby Hammock. 

Refit the Hammock Heaven around the hammock. If you are using a Baby 
Hammock Motor, ensure there is enough room to affix the motorwire to 
the hammock.

Now your baby is ready to enjoy a peaceful nap, without any distur-
bances.
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• Make sure to reinstall the Baby Hammock or Cradle correctly before 
use. See instruction video if you are unsure how to do this. 

• Never place your baby in the Baby Hammock or Cradle when adjusting 
or installing a new product.  

• When using a Moonboon Motor, turn the Motor off when making ad-
justments. 

• When your baby has fallen asleep, we recommend that you open 
the front leave the Heaven open. This allows good air flow and easy  
access to your baby.


